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A STUDY OF THE NEEDS FOR A
SUPERVISORY PROGRAM AMONG
NEGRO TEACHERS IN
MCLENNAN COUNTY
CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
THE NEGRO A RURAL DWEILER IN
MCLENNAN COUNTY

There has been a series of migrations by the Ne
groes of this country.

Even before slavery had ended

migration was taking place in the form of slaves escap
ing to the North.

After the Civil War, it was inevi

table that there should be an increase in this north
ward shift and that it should be greatly accelerated
by the World War.

Also, as industry and cities grew

and rural districts comparatively waned, it seemed
natural that Negroes, like whites, should seek to set
tle in non-rural districts in increasing proportion.1
Despite the fact that the past two decades have
witnessed the greatest exodus of Negroes from rural
sections in the history of the race, the majority still
live in the country.

According to the 1930 census,

more than two thirds of the race reside in farming and
nonfarming rural areas.

In 15 Southern States it was

•^Gillette, John Morris, "Rural Sociology", 1936, Ch.
13, p. 244

2.

found that of the 9,420,747 Negro population 67.4
percent were rural dwellers.

In 3 of the States the

percentages were as high as 79, 81, 83. 2
In 1935 the colored farm population in McLennan
County, Texas, on 959 farms reporting were 4,976.°
AVAILABILITY OF EDUCATION TO NEGROES
IN MCLENNAN COUNTY
These facts have a real bearing on the education
of the Negro, and show that, according to the number of
persons involved, the education of colored persons in
rural centers is a problem of great importance.4
According to data received from the office of
County Superintendent, J. E. Bat son, McLennan County
has 32 public schools provided for the education of
Negro boys and girls inclusive of 4 public schools
located in the city of Waco, County Seat of McLennan
County.

In 30 of these public schools there are em

ployed 119 teachers.5 Data for 17 schools, not in
2Caliver,

Ambrose, "Rural Elementary Education Among
Negroes Under Jeanes Supervising Teachers." Washing
ton, Government Printing Office, 1933. (U.S. Office of
Education. Bulletin 1933, No. 5, ch. 1, p. 1)
United States Census of Agriculture, 1S35. Vol. II,
p. 756.
4Caliver, Ambrose, "Rural Elementary Education Among
Negroes Under Jeanes Supervising Teachers." Bulletin
1933, No. 5, ch. 1, p.l.
5state Department of Education. "School Plant Improve-
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Waco# but within the county# show that the average
length of the school term is 142 cays or 7.1 months.
This data was supplied ty answers from teachers em
ployed in the schools.

These 32 schools are provided

for 5,109 Negro scholastics.^

JEANES SUPERVISION IN TEXAS COUNTIES
Among the agencies most influential in advancing
education of Negroes are the Jeanes supervising teach
ers.

Beginning activities nearly 20 years ago with

1 supervisor, the Jeanes work ha® grown until at pres
ent there are 339 supervi sing teachers.

They have

promoted many diverse enterprises, hut the most im
portant contribution has been in stimulating and en
couraging the colored people to become interested in
better schools, and in soliciting and maintaining the
cooperation of the local white people in a program of
educational development for Negroes.
The Negro Rural School Fund, Anna T. Jeanes
Foundation, which initiated and has sponsored the work
of the Jeanes supervisors, was incorporated on Novemmerrt Public Forums Negro Education". Bulletin No. 371,
Ch. 6, p. 56.
6lbid. Ch. 6, p. 55.

4

ber 20, 1S07.

The fund is a result of a million-dol

lar gift by the late Miss Anna T, Jeanes, of Phila
delphia,

Speaking to a visitor in regard to making a

contribution toward the ec&ication of colored children
in the South, Miss Jeanes remarked, "Others have given
the large schools; if I could, I should like to help
the little country schools."

Not long after the ex

pression of this desire Miss Jeanes conferred with Dr.
Hollis B. Frissell, principal of Hampton Institute,
Dr. Booker T. ./ashington, founder and principal of
Tuskeree institute, and Mr. George P. Peaboqy, concern
ing the contemplated donation.

The first regular

9

meeting of the full governing board, which was formed
as a result of these conferences, was held on February
29, 1908.

In 1931-32 the Jeanes Fund cooperated with

the public school authorities in employing Jeanes
supervising teachers in 339 counties of 15 states.
These supervisors are appointed by the county superin
tendent, work under hie direction, and are considered
members of his regular corpse of teachers.
Their work include a wide range of activities,
comprising teaching and supervising elementary indus
trial work; supervision of regular academic instruc
tion; promotion of school and community clubs? and im-

5.

provement of health and sanitary conditions in schools
and homes.

Perhaps the largest proportion of super

visors1 time is consumed in raising money for new school
houses, school equioreent, and extension of the school
term.

From 1913-14 to 1927-23 these supervisors raised

an aggregate sum of approximately $5,000,000.
The purpose of the Jeanes Fund from the beginning
has been to stimulate and assist local rural communi
ties to assume their obligation in the education of
colored, children.
State and county officials and citizens in all
walks of life, both colored and white, bear testimony
to the fine service rendered by the Jennes teachers.
Their influence has been effective and far reaching
according to persons most familiar with their work.
Contrary to the general opinion, Jeanes teachers
are not employed in all the counties of the Southern
States where the number of colored schools would war
rant their services........it is seen that those coun
ties having 10 Negro teachers or more are suggested as
potential fields for the extension of Jeanec work.^
The State Department of Education and an increas
ing number of county and city superintendents recog-

,

Caliver, Ambrose, "Rural Elementary Education Among
Negroes Under Jeanes Supervising Teachers." Bulletin
1933, No. 5, Ch. 1, pp. 2-4.

6

nize the justice in and value of having their program
of education for Negroes more expertly worked out and
effectively supervised than has been the case in the
past. It is also recognized that capable Negro Super
visors are in position to render among their people
more efficient service with their teachers, pupil and
adult groups than could be rendered by white super
visors. Consequently several types of supervisory
and itinerant teacher training services are now being
maintained.3
Table 1 shows the Jeanes Supervisory Set-lip for
the 1936-1937 session In Texas. Thirty Texas counties
have employed Jeanes Supervisors as is revealed in the
table. This service is rapidly growing in favor, in
scope and in quality of work being done. The quali
fications of the Jeanes Supervisors have increased al
most unbelievably fast since the session 1933-34,"
PURPOSE OP THE STUDY
Limited studies have been made of certain factors
relating" to the education of Negroes in rural communi
ties, but few investig ations have been made of ©uffig
• • '
-— 11
'State Department of Education. "School Plant Improve
ment Public Eorums Negro Education." Bulletin No, 371,
Ch. 4, p. 34.
9Ibid. Ch. 4, p. 36.
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TABIE 1
JEANES SUPERVISORS' SET-UP FOR SESSION
1936-1937
COUNTY

County
Seat

Anderson

Palestine

Bowie
Brazos
Burleson
Camp
Cass

Boston

Bryan
Caldwell
Pittsburg
Linden

Fort Bend
Gregg
Grimes
Karrison

Richmond
Long view
Anderson
Marshall

Houston
Jasper

Crockett
Jasper

Kaufman

Kaufman

Lamar
Lee
Leon

Paris

Giddings
Centerville

County

Jeanee Supervisor

SUpt*
A.J. Overton,Jr. Miss Sophia Montgom

ery
Mrs* Marjorie Bland
Mrs. W*E. Neeley Miss Pauline Watkins
Mrs, Roberta Jackson
J.M. Hare
Mrs. Sadie Eubanks
O.E. Acker
Miss Amanda Martin
Horace Boon
Mrs. Helen Blount
James G. Barton Mrs* Lula J. Lee
Kiss Cora M&ekey Miss p. A. Ray
Mrs. Mary T. Birdwell
M.B. Thomas
Mrs. Lela A. Bryant
Morton Smith
i.r. Millie E. Lee
Mrs. Addie ware
John A. Long
V.O. basic,/
Mlies Barbara K. Ben
ton

L.H. Griffin

Carroll Rogers

j.» L. Chism
R.J. Hejtinancik
C.R. Lacy

Mrs, Mercedes S.

Groner
Mrs. Lizzie 33y
Mrs. Henrietta Thomas
Mrs. Laura Jones

Mrs. B* V. Foster
Limestone Groesbeck J.J. Bates
Mrs. Virgie Benton
Marion
Jefferson E.E. Justice
Mrs. 3'arcia Anderson
Cameron
Cuy T. Hewton
Mrs.
Lenora R. Meachum
Montgom Conroe
*11.11. Anderson
ery
Mrs. Willie Mae Doug
Morris
DaingerMrs. Roy Moore
las
field
Miss L. J. Toliver
Nacog
Nacog
M. IVedgeworth
doches
doches
Miss A. M. Edwards
Newton
G.J. Gray
Fewton
Mrs. Frances Packer
Carthage
Panola
.A. Browning
Austin
Miss Nannie B. Jenkins
Travis
I.'.. Popham
Woodviile O.A. Riley
Mrs. Bernice P. Marks
Tyler
Huntsvilie C.L. Phillips
Walker
Miss Estelle L.Jordon
Waller
Hempstead Miss Jiaaaie Ogg Mr. Theodore Griffith
Mrs. Marion C. Hubert
Washington Brenham
M.K. Shlert
Wood
Quitman
Chas.O. Blalock Mrs. H.V. Berry
*H.N. Anderson is Conroe Independent District Superintendent.
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clent scop® to warrant valid conclusions.-^

It is

the purpose of this study, therefore, to present rather
detailed facte regarding some of the- more important
phases of elementary education for Negroes in rural
comraunities in McLennan County, Texas,, where a special
supervising teacher is not employed.

The most import

ant phases considered are; (1) accessibility of Negro
schools and transportation of pupils5 (2) enrollment;
(3) pupil mortality} (4) health and mental life: (5)
the staff; (6) administrative and supervisory practices;
(7) buildings arid equipment; and (8) extended services
and community relationships.

Beyond this statement,

let the thesis impart the study.
THE DATA AND THEIR SOURCES
Some of the data for this study were secured from
bulletins relating to Jeanes work; bulletins relating
to Negro education; personal visits to some of the
schools; the office of County Superintendent J. E, Batson; Texas Survey Report; and still others that are
given In the Bibliography at the end of this study.
The major part of the data, however, was gathered try
10Caliver,

Ambrose, "Rural Education Among. Negroes
Under Jeanes Supervising Teachers," Bulletin 1933,
No, o, Ch« 1, p, £>.

9

means of a quest!onnaxre distributed to the schools
through mail.
In the initial stapes of the study information
was secured from Gordon Warley, Director of the Division
of Negro Education in Texas#

Letters were sent to the

County Superintendent and colored teachers apprizing
them of the study and soliciting their cooperation.

SCOPE OF THE SiUF/
A limited and selected number of characteristic
features of a representative sampling of rural schools
in McLennan County, Texas, will be the extent of the
concern of this study comprising 17 schools with a
teaching staff of 39 teachers, and enrolling 1753
pupils. Thirty-nine teachers cooperated with the
writer in securing the data and their s ources.

Table

2 presents detailed facts concerning the data and
their sources.

1C,

TABU; 2
Number of Teachers Participating and Number of Schools
and Pupile Included in the Study, ty County

Location of
School
Axtell
Bosqueville
China Spring
Crawford
Downsville
Sddfcr
Harrison
Hewitt
La Vega
Lorena
Mart
McGregor
Moody
Robinson
Rosenthal
West
Total

Number of
Teachers

Number of
Schools

Number of
Pupils

1
2
1
1
2
1
3
1
7
2
6
5
3
2
1
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

46
100
28
43
86
26
103
46
265
78
375
202
150
43
52
102

39

17

1,753

CHAPTER I I I ACCESSIBILITY OP NEGRO SCHOOLS
There will always "be two major problems confront
ing public education: one is how to make public edu
cation accessible to all the population in need of edu
cation, and the other is how to make this education
adequate.1
Among the factors affecting the accessibility of
schools to children who attend them, none is more im
portant than distance.
live on farms.

A large proportion of Negroes

Most of the farms are isolated, and the

rural communities which the schools serve are sparsely
populated.

It is well known that many of the rural

schools for Negroes are housed in buildings owned by
private individuals, or built on land donated to the
school trustees by private individuals.

This means

that frequently the schools are located with little
reference to their accessibility to the children for
whom they are provided.2

^ole and Crowe, "Recent Trends In Rural Planning!' 1937
Ch. 11, p.331.
2

Caliver, Ambrose, Availability of Education to Negroes
in Rural Communities, bulletin, 1935, No. 12, part II
p. IS.
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DISTANCE CHILDREN LIVE FROM SCHOOL
Because of the variability of the factors involved,
it has been difficult to establish standards of accessi
bility of schools.

How far children should be expect

ed to walk to school without physical injury to them
selves and without dexterious effects on their educa
tional progress is a question that has not been answer
ed. However, in several studies of accessibility which
have been made, a distance of l| miles has been suggest
ed as a reasonable maximum.2'
Table 3 shows the distance children live from the
school they attend according to the size of the school,
and the number of children who are transported in rela
tion to the distance their homes are from the schools.
According to the suggested criterion it is clear from
this table that 555 of the children (32,5r>) comprising
the study are too far removed from the schools they at
tend, and which means that less than 70 percent are
within reasonable walking distance.
CHILDREN TRANSPORTED AT PUBLIC EXPENSE
The distance children live from schools th«y attend
would not be a matter of such great concern were adequate
2C aliver,

Ambrose, "Rural Elementary Education Among
Negroes Under Jeanes Supervising Teachers." Bulletin
1933, No. 5, Ch. 2, p.8.
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TA3IE 3
Number of Children Living Varying: Distances From School
and Number and Percent Transported at Public Expense
by Size of School

Size

'JZ~
*
~
"
T7_iIot!al
_
' 1-& miles' Trans-' 2 miles'Trans-•Chil-'Trans'k or less' *
ported' or more'ported'dren
'ported
1
1
• ' r1
i
i*

l~Teaeher»

Number

Percent

2-Teacheri

Number

Percent

3-Teacher*

Number

Percent

143

35

228

131

105
6,1

If/'
9.0

3.3

13.3

4-Or More
Teacher:
Number
672
Percent
39,3
Totali
Number
Percent

1153
67.5

5.0

409

10.6

135

72

4.2

55

7.9

3.2

555

127
7.-U

32.5

259

72

<—*>*•

4.2

307
«•—«-

55
3.2

1708

127
7.4

means provided to transport them to and from school.
In many States and communities the transportation facili
ties are wholly inadequate even for white children, but
the disparities which exist between white and Negroes in
regard to transportation reach enormous proportions.^
Table 3 shows facts on transportation of pupils
in this study.

Out of 1708 pupils, only 127, or 7.4

percent are transported at public expense.

How the

25.1 percent of pupils who live a distance of 2 miles or
more, and who are not transported at public expense,
travel to and from school is a matter of conjecture.

It

may safely be said that the majority of them walk.
"Investigation by school authoxdties revealed a
number of Negro children who should be in school are not
attending.

Batson said it was the board's opinion they

should be in school.

The state law provides those from

the ages of 6 to 16 must attend school at least six
months during the scholastic year."D
It is probable that inaccessibility of schools is
one of the major factors causing nonattendance of these
scholastics.
^Caliver, Ambrose, "Rural Elementary Education Among
Negroes Under Jeanes Supervising Teachers." Bulletin
1933, No. 5, Ch. 2, p.8.
%aco Times Herald, "Reports on Negro School Situation
Are Conflicting" (Article, Jan., 1938.)

15.

KINDS / >TD CONDITIONS OF ROADS AS
FACTORS OF ACCESSIBILITY

Kinds and condition of roads are important elements
In studying school accessibility.

Although data

021

hand are not sufficient to give a thorough analysis of
the situation, it ie general enough to supply a candid
view.

In answer to the inquiry concerning roads, teach

ers sent the following replies; good (S replies)} poor
(£ replies); impassable curing wet weather (3 replies)}
dirt <7 replies); gravel (4 replies)} asphalt <4 replies)}
concrete (4 replies).
IvIcLennan County lies in the Black Lands Area of
Texas.

This is known as the Black Prairie region of

Texas, so called from the very black heavy soils.A
vast portion of the soil in this region is waxy when
wet} hence it sticks to the feet of those walking and
serves as a hindrance to both pedestrians ancl vehicles.
Keeping in mind, then, that children in McLennan County
must often travel over such roads regularly whether dry
and dusty or wet and muddy the effect is obvious.
ACCESSIBILITY TO COUNTY, DISTRICT, AND
STATE OFFICERS
Since County, District, and State Officers must
6Works,

Ceorge A., "Organization and Administration"
(Texas Education Survey Report, Vol. I, p. 27.)

visit schools tinder their supervision, it is of relative
importance that roads over which they travel be of such
kind and condition that delay in travel will not inter
fere with itinerant schedules.
of McLennan

Figure 1, a road map

County,^ shows to what extent schools are

reached "by good roads.

:
:
7
'
~~
i.
Taken from "Marathon Hood Map of Texas", Copy right
fcy Hand I'cHally & Company, Chicago, Illinois. Made

in U. S, A.
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CHAPTER Ills NEGRO PUPILS IN UCIEKttH
COUNTY SCHOOLS
In order to help determine the efficiency of the
work cone in the schools comprising: this investigation,
studies of pupil mortality and grade distribution were
made and are reported in this chapter.

Table 4 shows

the pupil enrollment and the number of schools for each
size group represented in this phase of the study,
PUPIL MORTALITY
Figure 2 shows the grade distribution of 1492
pupils in the first seven grades,! In so far as en
rollment for the year under consideration, 1937-1938,
is representative of a normal situation, to that ex
tent will it thow general tendencies.
The accurate way to determine pupil mortality
percentage it to take the number of years covering the
span of the period under consideration, and beginning
with the lowest grade of the first year, calculate the
percentage the enrollment bears to the next highest
grade in the succeeding year then calculate the per
centage the enrollment of the second grade bears to
that of the third, and eo on until the entire span is
!-Due to all schools not offering the eighth grade, it
is not included.

TABLE; 4
Pupil Enrollment and the number of Schools for Each
Size Group Represented in This Phase of the Stucty-

Size of School

Number of
Schools

Enrollment

1-Teacher

7

273

2-Teacher

5

409

3-Teacher

2

259

4-Or^More
Teacher

3

307

17

1,753

Total

covered. Losses due to emigration will usually be off
set by gains resulting from immigration.£
Due to limited data on hand, it was not possible
for the writer to determine pupil mortality as described
above. The writer has attempted to show pupil mortali
ty trends which may be estimated from the data at hand.
Figure 2 shows that nearly a third of the pupils
are enrolled in the first grade. An abrupt drop occurs
in enrollment from the first to the second grade. The
slight increase in the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth
grades is somewhat regular. There is a slight decline
in the seventh grade, which would, no doubt, become
sharp in the eighth grade.
Pupil mortality is a waste in time, energy, and
money to the county, as well as the State. It is nec
essary that pupils remain in school in order that the
general education level of society be raised.

LENTAL LIFE
The mental health of the child is the teacher's
supreme concern. To concerve the wholeness and wholesomeness with which a normal child is endowed; to deCaliver, Ambrose, "Rural Elementary Education Among
Negroes Under Jeanes Supervising Teachers." Billetin
1933, No. 5, Ch. 3, pp. 13-14.

FIGURE 2
Percentage of Negro Children Enrolled in First Seven
Elementary Grades of County Schools
Per
cent
40

30

32.37

20

12.33

12#]

10.46

10

1

2

3

4
GRADES

5

1.39
^
10.12

6

7

velop an integrated personality at higher and higher
levelsj to preserve right mental

attitudes; to train

in habits of healthful mental activity; to prevent
mental disorder; to give opportunity for significant
and healthful activity.

This is the teacher's great

function.
As a condition of healthful development of the
mind, knowledge of the truth, knowledge of the facts
of existence, knowledge of reality, are especially im
portant.3
HEALTH
The problem for education in relation to health
is to help bey8 and girls to acquire essential know
ledge regarding it, to practice certain habits that will
prevent infection and maintain maximum functioning of
the body, but care nothing for health itself.

In short,

the problem is not to be interested in health as a
state of self, but to be concerned mightily with what
one with health can do in the world.
The child entering school may be normal and ready
for education; he may be handicapped and in need of
^Burnham, William H., "Great Teachers and Mental Health",
1926, pp. 1, 34.

23.

special medical attention or educational adjustment.
An adequate examination alone can determine this.

For

this work a school health service, comprising health
examination and supervision, a psychological examination,
4
and an educational analysis and placement are needed.
A child's mental life and health play an important
role in the retention of children in school,

school

authorities should give more attention to these phases
of the child's life.
RATIO BETWEE* ENROLLMENT OF 30YS AID GIRLS
In 16 schools of which data is available, there

are enrolled 855 boys and 855 girls.

This is unusual

as several recent studies concerning education of Ne
groes show that enrollment of girls exceeds that of boy-.
Since the number of beys and girls of school age
is about equally proportioned under normal conditions,

one would expect an equal proportion in enrollment.5

4William,

Jessie F., "The Principles of Physical Edu
cation," 1932, pp. lx-x, 1 9 .
5Caliver, Ambrose, "Rural Elementary Education Among
Negroes Under Jeanes Supervising Teachers." Bulletin
1933, No. 5, Ch« 3, p.22.
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CHAPTER IV i STATUS OF TEACHERS OF RURAL SCHOOLS
This chapter presents certain facts regarding some
of the teachers of rural schools in McLennan County.
Any inquixy into the status of rural education must
first take into account the status of the rural teach
er.

It must be remembered that rural teaching is a

difficult branch of service.

Its problems are varied

and numerous, the range of subject matter to be master
ed and taught is wide, the community responsibilities
are probably greater than any other teaching service.1
AGE
Table 5 indicates that the teachers in schools
comprising this study are relatively mature.
age age for the entire group is 37.4 years.

The aver
The lower

limit of the averages decrease gradually with the in
crease in size of school, as will be noted from the
table, tut the differences are not outstandingly signifi
cant.
SEX

Data received from the County Superintendent's
office shows that the 17 schools comprising this study

\

'

"

-"-Anderson, C. J. and Simpson, I. Jewell, "The Supervision
of Rural Schools," 1932, p. 6.

TABLE 5
Median Age of Teachers by Sixe of School

Size of School

1-Teacher

Median

——-——— 40.6 -———

2-Teacher

— 39

3-Teacher

—— - 38

4-Or-More Teacher
Total

Number Replying

32
37.4

5

-—-———- 6
———

——

6

— 1?
34

have employed 10 men and 29 women, or 25.6 percent and
74.4 percent respectfully.

TRAINING

Data received from the County Superintendent's
office concerning the level of training of teachers
having a given amount of training in terms of years
of school attendance is shown in table 6.
The problem of upgrading and certification of Ne
gro teachers commands attention.

Aside from the mere

amount of formal training which a teacher has had,
there looms the problem of the actual mastery of the
subject matter to be taught.2
EXPERIENCE
No definite data concerning experience of the
teachers was obtained but from the data concerning tenure
of teachers in McLennan County, one may readily assume
a favorable conception of their experience.

While ex

perience is an important asset, in considering the ap
parent favorable position held ty Negroes in this regard,
it should not be allowed to assume disproportionate
g
Caliver, Ambrose, "Rural Elementary Education Among
Negroes Under Jeanes Supervising' Teachers." Bulletin
1933, No. 6, Ch. 4, p.27.

TABLE 6
Highest Level of Training of Teachers in Bural Schools

Level of Training

Number

Percent

1 year of college

4

16

2 years of college

4

16

3 years of college

9

36

4 years of college

8

32

Total

25

Median

3.53 years of college

weight, for educational £ rowth does not always follow
educational experience*

One important element which

should be considered in this connection is the limited
field open to Negroes in the pursuit of a career.

This

fact tends to keep in the teaching profession many
Negroes who, if vocational opportunities %ere less restricted, might change their occupation.3
TENURE

The constant and high turnover of the teaching
personnel found in many school systems is a matter
which gives the officials much concern.

4

While 22 teachers have retained their present
positions for a number of years, 16 teachers can claim
a tenure not exceeding 3 years.

Two head teachers have

been in their present positions 15 years and 24 years
respectively.

Assuming that facts for the year 1937-

1938 indicate tendencies, it may be said that slightly
more than two fifths of the teachers in McLennan County
change their positions every 2 years.
^Caliver, Ambrose, "Rural Elementary Education Among
Negroes Under Jeanes Supervising Teachers." Bulletin
1933, No. 5, Ch. 4, p.29.
4Ibid., Ch. 4, p.29.
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PROFESSIONAL INTEREST
In an effort to secure information concerning
the professional interest of teachers they were asked
to indicate the number and kinds of meetings they had
attended during the past three years» and the number
and kinds of journals they read regularly.

Tables 7,

8, and 9 show the results of this inquiry.
NUMBER OF MEETINGS ATTENDED
Table 7 shows the number and percent of teachers
attending a given number of meetings.

Detailed analysis

of the facts from which this table is drawn shows that
the largest percent (7.9) of teachers who attended only
one meeting were from 3-teacher schools j the smallest
percent (5.3) were from 2-teacher schools.

The percent

of teachers attending two meetings from the 2-teacher
schools and the 3»teacher schools is 15.8 (combined)$
and'from the 4-or-more teacher schools 31.6.
teacher group attended three or more meetings.

The 1If the

number of meetings attended may be taken as a criterion,
the teachers of the 1-teacher schools exhibit a more
professional interest than teachers of the larger
schools.

KINDS OP MEETINGS ATTENDED
Frequently the kinds of meetings of educational
organizations which one attends are more valuable than
the mere number attended,6
As shown in Table 8, four kinds of organizations
are listed, namely, State, district, county, and other.
This inquiry was answered by 39 teachers, the largest
number of whom attended State-wide meetings, the next
in order of frequency being meetings of county organi
zations.
Similar to results found with respect to the num
ber of meetings attended, the teachers of the 1-teacher
group surpass those of the other size groups in the
percent who attended meetings of various kinds.

This

advantage is particularly pronounced in the matter of
county meetings.
NUMBER AID KIND OF MAGAZINES
READ
Data shows that 3 teachers read only 1 journal;
5 teachers read 2; and others read as many as 3 or
more.
It may be said that the kind of magazine read is
6Caliver,

Ambrose, "Rural Elementary Education Among
Negroes Under Jeanes Supervising Teachers." Bulletin
1933, No. 5, Ch. 4, p.31.

TABLE 7
Number and Percent of Meetings Attended by Teachers

Number of Meetings

Tqacftfrs Attending
Number
Percent

1

5

13.2

2

18

47.4

3

3

7.9

4

5

13.2

5 or more

7

13.4

Total

33

TABLE 8
Kinds of Meetings Attended by Teachers

Teachers
Kinds of Meeting®
Attended

Number

Percent

State

39

County

31

70.5

District

7

17.9

Other

3

20.5

Number replying

39

100

6
of infinitely greater Importance than the number."

Table 9 lists the kinds of journals read by
teachers into five catagories.

First those which deal

with plans and methods in primary and elementary edu
cation, including- such popular journals as The In
structor, Grade Teacher, and Primary Education* sec
ond journals and organs of educational associations!
third, School Life, the official organ of the United
States Office of Education! fourth, magazines of a
general nature having some educational bearing:, such
as Good Housekeeping, The Pathfinder, The Progressive
Farmer, Correct English; and finally a miscellaneous
group.
As one would expect, the journals which deal with
the technical work of the school are read ty the largest
number of teachers.

The table gives further details

that the writer has left unexplained.
Among the many factors entering into the profes
sional advancement of school teachers and administra
tors none is of greater importance than the out-ofschool interests as revealed by the number and kinds
of educational meetings attended and the number and
kinds of journals read.

Ho educator can hope to grow

professionally and find a continuing appreciation for
his vocation year by year unless he enriches his own
^Ibid., p. 31.

TABLE 9
Kinds of Magazines Read ty Teachers

Teachers

Kinds of Magazines Read
Number

Percent

36

©2.3

32

82.1

Journals and organs of
educational associations

9

23.1

School Life

6

12.8

Miscellaneous

6

12.8

Plans and methods Primary and Elementary
Magazines having educa
tional value

Number replying

39

thinking through contact with others interested in com
mon problems and informs himself on the newer ideas and
trends in his work through the literature of the field.7
From facts here shown, it may be said that Negro
teachers in McLennan County, when their circumstances
are considered, are endeavoring to advance themselves
professionally by seeking guidance and help through
avenues other than supervision.
SALARY OF TEACHERS
Table 10 gives information concerning salaries of
Negro teachers in McLennan County that shows evidence
of a large group who are underpaid.

Slight differences

between salaries of teachers in schools of various sizes
are observed when comparison of salaries iB made.
The average Negro teacher in McLennan County, after
paying her room and board, has a very small balance out
of which she must buy her wearing apparels, books and
magazines, and other incidentals, pay her transporta
tion expenses, and provide for the 5 or 6 months in
which she is not teaching.
The fact that low salaries are paid in rural schools
means that the rural field in education does not attract
7Caliver,

Ambrose, "Rural Elementary Education Among
Negroes Under Jeanes Supervising Teachers." 3ulletin
1233, No. 5, Ch. 4, p.32.
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TABLE 10
Salaries of Negro Teachers in McLennan County*
County and
Independent Districts

Teachers
Employed

Salaries of Teachers
and Principals
Average
Total

Common Schools

#•23

$10,285 $447.17

Crawford

1

420

420.00

Elm Mott

2

805

402.50

Hewitt

1

490

490.00

Highland

2

353

429.00

LaVega

9

4,560

506.67

Lorena

3

1,015

338.33

Mart

7

2,832

404.57

McGregor

5

2,240

448.00

Moo^y

3

1,040

346.67

mmtmrnmmmmm

——

Nalley
Riesel

3

1,680

660.00

South Bosque

1

596

595.00

Speegleville
West
Total or Average

——

———

2

910

455.00

62

$27,730

$447.25

mant Public Forums Negro Education.w Bulletin No.
371, Ch. 6, p.55.
*•1936-37 Data not available - Used 1935-36 Data.
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and hold the best teachers.

The salaries, likewise,

do not allow a sufficient surplus for the teacher who
is ambitious and who wants to acquire additional formal
educational training.

The low salaries paid rural

teachers do not, as a rule, motivate them to do their
best in their profession.

The failure of the rural

field to attract teachers permanently, means that
rural teachers use the rural classroom as a stepping
stone to a more desirable iob.

While this is advan

tageous to them, it indicates that thousands of teach
ers are performing, annually, a type of work from
which they are trying to get away.

This situation,

obviously, does not induce either perfection or in
tense devotion to duty,8
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Cole. William E. and Crowe, Hugh Price, "Recent
Trends in Rural Planning," 1937, Ch. 11, pp. 364-65.

CHAPTER V» ADMINISTRATIVE AM)
SUPERVISOR* PRACTICES IN
RURAL SCHOOLS FOR NEGROES

This chapter will treat the following subjects!
Permanent records) promotion) use of psychological and
standardized tests provision for individual differences)
supervisory visltsf improvement in Instruction) and the
library,
PERMANENT RECORDS

In all fairness it ehould be said that the follow
ing: factors in the rural educational situation among
Negroes make it difficult to improve record keeping*
(1) Lack of continuity of tenure of teachers; (2) lack
of equipment and facilities for keeping' records; (3)
lack of time on the part of the teachers due to over
crowded schedules,1
Table 11 shows that teachers who keep the perma
nent records prefer usin* the card system.

The choices

between all schools are similar to a large extent.
Three teachers reported not using any method for per
manent records.
^Calivar, Ambrose, "Rural Elementary Education Among
Negroes Under Jeanes Supervising Teachers." Bulletin
1933) No. 5) Ch. 5) p.35.

TABLE 11
Methods Used for Keeping Permanent Records

Method Used

Tegclmas Using
number
Percent

Card System

32

36.5

Bound Volume

4

10.8

10

£7.0

3

i.l

Loose Leaf
Other
Total

•37

•Teachers which reported using two methods were
only counted once.

PROMOTION
Thirty-nine teachers listed factors other than
scholastic grades which determine whether a pupil
passes from one grade or subject to the next higher.
The following factors were listed:

Age; general abili

ty or average in all subjects; time spent in grade;
reviews, tests, and monthly1 examinations; daily reci
tations; conduct; daily attendance; effort; and a fewmi scellaneous factors.
Table 12 shows the percentage of teachers using
each factor named.

The highest percentage (87.1) used

general ability or average in all subjects to determine
promotion while the next two in favor of use were daily
recitation (82.2 percent) and daily attendance (82.2
percent).
In answer to the inquiry as to what measures were
provided to assist pupils in making up the work in
which they had failed, 39 teachers gave the provisions
as listed in table 13.

The means most frequently men

tioned was "examination," which was indicated fcy 23
replying or 53.0 percent.

The 1-teacher group and the

2-teacher group were the only groups mentioning "in
dividual instruction." The 1-teacher group being a
-*-3ome teachers used quarterly examinations instead of
monthly.

TABLE 12
Factors Conditioning passing
Factor

Number

Percent

Age

11

28.2

General ability or average
in all subjects

34

87.1

Time spent in grade

15

38.5

Reviews, tests, monthly
examinations

24

61.6

Daily recitation

32

82.2

Conduct

22

56.4

Daily attendance

32

82.2

Effort

22

56.4

Miscellaneous

_3

7V7

Number replying:

39

42.

higher frequency of mention than the 2-teacher group.
Since a generous amount of the teacher*e time is con
sumed by use of this means, one may readily question
the effectiveness of its use, especially since the
teaching load of these two groups in comparison with
the teaching load of other groups is considered.

"In

dividual Instruction outside of school hours" is the
only way that effective results could possibly be ob
tained.
Perhaps the greatest single waste in our entire
school system is due to pupil failures.

Money and a

loss of time are involved, but the most serious conse
quences have to do with the less tangible factors such
as "failure complex" on the part of the pupil and its
concomitant general maladjustments which diffuse them
selves through the whole life of the pupil and fre
quently result in repercussions in later life.3
OBJECTIVE TESTING
Psychological examinations. - Only 3 teachers re
ported some use of psychological examinations. Table
14 shows purposes far which results of these examina
tions are used. Two teachers used them for ascertaining mental ability. One used them for guidance.
2Caliver,

Ambrose, "Rural Elementary Education Among
Uegroee Under Jeanes Supervising Teachers." Bulletin
1933, No. 5, Ch. 5, p.37.
3Ibid. p.37.

TABLE 13
How Pupils Make -Jp Failures

Method

!Jumber

Percent

Examination

23

69.0

Reviews and tests

19

48.7

Individual instruction

10

25.6

Repeating subject

19

48.7

Extra work outside of
school hours

13

33.3

Special classes

11

28.2

Number replying

39

TABLE 14
Use Made of Results of Psychological Tests

XJse

Guidance

Ascertain mental
ability

Number replying

Teachers Using
Number
Percent
1

33# 33

2

66.37

Standardized tests. - The use of standardized
tests was to a much greater extent than psychological
examinations.

Of the 13 teachers snaking use of them,

53.8 percent reported other uses beside those named
in table 15.
Testing is a measuring, diagnosing, and checking
device in teaching and is so well recognized and used
that it now has its own five-foot shelf of books pre
senting authoritative treatment of its development,
present-day uses, limitations, and values.

The pur

pose in including: in a chapter dealing with the super
visory uses of tests Is not to explain their general
use, but to call attention to their application to the
problems in rural schools.
Developing among teachers a favorable attitude
toward the use of tests should no longer be necessary.
The use of standardized tests is taught, now in almost
every normal school and teachers college.

Summer school

sessions all over the country offer such courses.

Never

theless, there are teachers who are still distrustful
of standard tests, who believe that a standard test is
a teacher-rating scale disguised.

Strange as it may

appear, there are teachers who do not understand the
real value and use of standard tests.

No testing pro-

TABLE 16
Use Made of Results of Standardized Tests

Use

Teachers Using
ITumber
Percent

Subject-matter
adaptation

4

30.8

To grade or promote

1

7.7

Comparative purposes

1

7.7

Other

7

63.8

13

—-

number replying

gram will be entirely successful unless the teachers

/i
of the schools being tested believe in it. '*
At the beginning of the testing movement, tests
were regarded as hurdles to be jumped barriers to sepa
rate those who do from those who do not.

A more ac

ceptable practice, now highly approved, uses tests of
classification and achievement to place better the in
dividual or group in the educational situation, to ar
range better the materials of instruction, and to guide
better the individual in relation to his capacities and
skills.
This use of tests for increasing individual in
terest in activities, and for selection of proper ma
terials of instruction means, of course, not a lesser
but a greater emphasis upon scientific method in teach
ing.5
Individual differences. - Thirty-two teachers re
ported making use of individual differences.

The ex

tent to which their use was made is shown in table 16,
IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION
"The school constantly encroaches on the home.

It

provides play and work opportunities that even well-to4Anderson,

C. J. and Simpson, I. J, "The Supervision of
Rural SchoolsK 1932, pp. 167, 173.
^Williams, Jessie Feiring, "The Principles of Physical
Education," 2d ed., rev., 1932, Cfc. 13, p.442.

TABLE 36
Teachers Making Provision for Individual Differences

Provision

Grouping and
sectioning

Teachers
Number

Percent

15

46.9

Adapting course
and methods

3

9.4

Supervised study-

6

18.8

Extra time

14

43.8

Individual help

32

Social recognition
Number replying

5
32

100

16.6

do homes cannot provide.

It mast take over, too, the

free and comradely atmosphere of the homes and the
street where the children play.

Let teachers face the

fact that they cannot teach masses of children anything
with the assurance that they will realiy assimilate it.
What they can do is to fill the school with all kinds
of typical experiences, and see that children are ex
posed to them.

They can see that children have a chance

to dabble in them, touch tools, and growing things,
read books, draw, swim, play, and sing.

Let the teach

er cleverly supervise and coordinate, see that the
children's interests are drawn out, and that what they
do contributes toward their growth.

In the last analy

sis, each child will have to educate himself up to his
capacity.

He can only educate himself by living:.

The

school will be the place where he lives most worthily."6
SUPERVISION
Supervision as we understand It in a well organized
city-school system bears little resemblance to the an
nual visit made to each rural school *qy the county or
district superintendent, or even to the five or six
visits made ly the special rural supervisor.
6Tilliams,

The nura-

Jessie Feiring, "The Principles of Physical
Education," 2d ed., rev., 1932, Ch, 11, pp. 396-97.

ber of schools to be visited, the buildings and their
equipment, the length of the school year, the number
of grades taught fcy the teacher, the rural teacher her maturity, training, experience, social background,
tenure, and attitude toward her work - the social re
sources of the community, all these are factors that
modify and determine rural supervisory procedure.

The

purpose of supervision is undoubtly the same for open
country and urban center.

The improvement of teaching

and teachers, setting up favorable conditions for the
growth of children, guiding teacher© in the selection
and organization of socially valuable subject matter,
measuring progress - these purposes do not change with
the geographical setting of the school.1
"Of course the Deputy State Superintendents and
special supervisors from the State Department of Edu
cation also devote some time to supervision of educa
tion for Hegroes.

In addition, there are from Prairie

View some persons who do a certain amount of super
vision.
7Anderson,

q

C. J. and Simpson, I. Jewell, "The Super
vision of Rural Schools," 1932, p,3.

Worley, Gordon, Director, Division of Uegro Educa
tion, "Excerpt taken from a letter to the writer,"
March 13, 1938.
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Both common and independent school district® com
prising; a total of 17 schools gave anewera concerning
visits of County Superintendents and District Superin

tendents. Five teachers reported monthly visits of
these superintendent© in the following ways: "Once or
twice per school term"; "Once"; "Several fcy the City

Superintendent"; "Three or four tines"; "Once per year".
Two school© received one visit per month.

The other

school© received no visits at all.
The County Superintendent ie, of course, charged
under the law with responsibility for supervising Ne
gro schools as well as white schools. It is needless
to say that in most instances the demands upon him
from white schools practically monopolize his time.
Under the Texas regulations, he renders an important
service in the beginnirg of the session in meeting with
Negro teachers and making- plans with them for a better
type of instruction in their schools. In counties
with 3i or more Negro schools, however, there is de
mand for at least one special worker or supervisor of
these schools and such a worker should be employed.9
without a doubt, one of the finest investments
that can be made in the field of rural education is
o

1

'

'

i

i

i

* Works, George A., "Organization and Administration"
(Texas Educational Survey Report, Vol. I, p. 297-98.

the employment of we11-trained rural supervisors of
instruction.

A study of 318 white and 82 colored rural

supervisors in 1930 quite convincingly indicates that
supervision results ins (1) better instruction} (2) a
better professional spirit among teachers; (3) a dif
fusion of valuable information between teachers, and
particularly through the medium of personal aid for
teachers;

(4) a valuable source of personal aid for

teachers; and (5) improvement in the relationships be
tween school and community. ^

LIBRARY
On account of recent changes in educational theory
and practice, schools are becoming increasingly depend
ent upon libraries.
Only 2 schools out of the 17 schools reported
having a library.

One 5-teacher school reported a

library having 100 volumes.

One 1-teacher school re

ported a library but gave no answer to the inquiry
concerning volumes.

The other lb schools answered,

"No", to the inquiry.
l°Cole, Mill am E, and Crowe, Hugh Price, "Recent
Trends in Rural Planning," 1937, Ch. 11, pp. 383-84.
13-Callver, Ambrose, "Rural Elementary Education Among
Negroes Under Jeanes Supervising Teachers." Bulletin
1933, No. 5, Ch. 5f p. 41.
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The importance of a school library in every school
cannot be overestimated.

It is sufficient at this

point to stress the necessity of maintaining in every
rural school a usable collection of books.

The time

has long since passed when one textbook, or eet of
textbooks, is sufficient for the proper educational
training of the child at any educational level.

It

Is, likewise, somewhat foolish to teach rural children
to read and write without making available proper ma
terials for them to read after they reach adulthood
and remain in the rural districts.

" l P

'

1

I

I

I

"
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.

I.- I
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•^Cole, William 3. and Crowe, Hugh Price, "Recent
Trends in Rural Planning," 1937, Ch. 12, pp. 407408.

CHAPTER Vis BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT

School buildings, equipment, textbooks, libraries,
and school organizations are but instruments for the
purpose of making good teaching possible.-**
BtTTLDINCS
None of the school buildings in the Negro schools
of McLennan County are those sided by the Rosenwald
Fund as answers to the Inquiry show*

All of the

buildings are frame buildings. In order that a clear
er view be given answers as were given by some of the
teachers are eiteds (l)"An old two-room frame building,
a standing of over forty years, fair flooring:, good
roof-shingles, and poor lightsj" (2) "Church-house,
wooden structure, fairly good repair"; (3) "Frame
building, six roams, and an auditorium"} (4) "Frame
building, condition is good"} (6) "Ordinary wood ma

terial. In need of much repair at present"; (6) The
school in which I teach is held on the first floor of
a Masonic Ilall.

.v'e need a school building"} (?) "Small

frame building constructed forty years ago"} (3) "The
building is a frame building. In repairing a new reci^Anderson, C.J. and Simpson, I. Jewell, "The Supervi
sion of Rural schools," 1932, p. 6.
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tat ion room was added"? (9) "Frame building, not
painted.

The church is used for the school.

Repair

is needed*"
EQUIPMENT
Seating facilities, * The teachers reported pro
vision of single and double desk as seating facilities.
One school making use of the community church reported,
"Long: benches."
Blackboards. - All teachers reported blackboard
provision, but to what extent it has proper height and
other properties that go to make an adequate blackboard
is not known.
Other facilities. - The use of a variety of teach
ing aids in addition to the conventional textbook is
rapidly coming into wise use ty forward-looking teachers
and administrators.

They are among the first things

for which one looks in attempting to evaluate the ability of a school to do effective work.
Most of the teachers listed globes, maps, charts,
pianos, and victrolas.
SERVICE FACILITIES
This data reveals facts which have important re
callver, Ambrose, "Rural Elementary Education Among
Hegroes Under Jeanes Supervising Teachers." Bulletin
1933, No. 6, Ch. 6, p. 46.

lationship to the health of McLennan County rural popu
lation.
Heating and fire protection, - All the schools are
heated try wood or coal stoves.

This is important when

considered in connection with the fact that none of
the schools have fire protection.
Drinking water. - Drinking fountains were mention
ed 3 times; lydrants, 3 times; pump, 1 time; cistern,
1 time; wells were used by some of the other schools.
One teacher reported, MA bucket but no well;" one re
ported, "A well not on the schoolground.*
Washing facilities. - In view of the importance
of clean hands to health it is eneauraging to find that
although no specific provision was made as a part of
the school plant equipment, some made use of the washpan. Others used "pouring water over the hands."
"Reports both favorable and unfavorable regarding
McLennan County*s Negro school situation were made
when the county school board and representatives fro®
six districts of the county P-T-A Council met Monday
morning and afternoon in County Superintendent J. B.
Batson's office.
"Each member of the school board previously had
been assigned to conduct investigations as to sanitary
toilets, water, heating and lighting facilities in

the colored districts.
"Some schools were found to be in food condition.
Others were not, the reports indicated.
"P-T-A representatives from Eiesel, Chalk Bluff,
Elm Mott, /octell, China Spring, and LaVega met with
Batson Monday afternoon and voiced their sentiments
that something should be cone to improve the situation.
SCHOOL GARDEN
It is generally conceded that the school has an
obligation in promoting; a greater appreciation for the
finer values of rural life ty every possible means,
whether ty school gardens, home gardens, or some other
agency.^
On© teacher reported a flower garden.
reported their schools as having no gardens.

The others
It may

be that home gardens under the supervision of the school
have taken the place of the school garden.

If this is

true, the fact that there are no school gardens may
well be overlooked.
The production of food from the soil is an achieve
ment in which anyone may take pleasure and satisfaction,
%aeo Times Herald. "Reports on Negro School Situation
Are Conflicting" (Article, Jan., 1938)
^Caliver, Ambrose, "Rural Elementary Education Among;
Negroes "Under Jsanes Supervising Teachers," Bulletin
1933, No. 5, Ch. 6, p. 48.

the more so if the crop is the product of personal labor,
skill or thought.
All gardening is conducted under difficulties.
There are natural handicaps of many kinds. ICevertheless, a garden can be made under what may a pear at
first glance to be impossible difficulties.5

RTO1W-RAISING
Poultry-keeping is an enterprise the rural school
may well include in its curriculum.
Poultry raising is interesting because it gives
pleasure as well as profit to persons of both sexes,
all ages, all walks in life in all sections of the
country. It is useful alike on the farm and in the
city backyard, in the cold Worth, in the sunny South,
in the hill and mountain country, or on the plain. It
may be conducted as an exclusive business or as a side
line. It affords pleasure and profit to rich and poor
alike. In fact, it is the universal agricultural indus
try, United States census reports show that poultry
is more generally kept on farms than any other kind
of live-stock. It is a health giving recreation to
thousands as well as a means of support.
%urae, Harold E., "Gardening in the Lcv/er South," 1922,
pn. 357, 395,

The business of raising chickens is no longer mere
ly a source of pin money for the farmer's wife, but
rather, an interesting occupation giving employment to
thousands. 1

^-Hurd, Louie M., "Practical Poultry-Farming»H 1931,
pp • 1, 3 •

CHAPTER VII l KXTEHDBD SCHOOL SERVICES

The program of the rural school hag not until
vexy recently, had anything which could be correctly
described a& an extension program.

It accepted its

tasks as being completed within the four walls of the
school building and through administering of from
thirty to forty doses

of categorical recitation®

every day for five days of each week for, never to ex
ceed, thirty-two weeks of the year.

With the remainder

of the days and weeks, the school program had nothing
to do,1
Twelves schools reported various types of exten
sion work.

The most common types are ( 1 ) P. T . A . j

(2) Community Club; (3) 4-H Club; (4) Mother*a Club;
(5) Canning Club; (6) Interscholastic League.

^Taylor, Carl C,, "Hural Sociology," 1926, Ch. 13,
p. 293.

CHAPTER villi suimm, CONCLUSIONS,
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The follow!rg are some of the more significant
findings and conclusions resulting* from this studyj
1. A large portion of the rural population in
McLennan County; are Negroes and a consider
able amount of effort lias been put forth
toward the educational advancement of scho
lastics,
2. Out of 30 Texas counties that employ special
Negro Supervisors, McLennan County is not
included.
3. Approximately one third of the colored
children are far removed from their school,
4. Despite the inaccessibility of schools, 25.1
of the Negro pupils in the rural area© must
either walk to school or provide their on
transport ation facilities.
5. Pupil mortality in Negro schools is extremely
high. According to data, slightly over two
thirds of the children who enroll in the first
grade never reach the seventh grade.

62.

6. The typical teacher of the KcLennan County
rural schools is a woman.

The average age

of the entire group is approximately 37
years.

The average amount of training is

3.53 years of college.

Tenure of 57.9

percent of the teachers is from 4 to 24
years.

Other teachers (42.1%) change posi

tions about every 2 years.

Although con

siderable effort toward professional ad
vancement is made by teachers, their salaries
are too meager to warrant the proper amount
needed,
7. Improvement of housing conditions of Negro
schools is much to be desired.

None of the

schools are Rosenwald schools.
8. The equipment of Negro schools, is for the
most part limited and inadequate for educa
tional use.

Service and sanitation facili

ties are inadequate for the comfort and health
of the pupils.
9. The number of visits made by county, district,
and State officials are rare and teachers
need more supervision than these visits offer.

10. In practically every criterion administered,
the 1- and 2-teacher schools show advantages
over other size groups which suggests an tmconsnon situation not often found in similar^
studies.
KECOMP®NDATIONS
In view of the facts rising out of the present
etu^y, I recommends
1. That hcLennan County employ a full-time,
special supervisor, preferably a Jeanes
Supervisor, to help relieve some of the
more acute situations existing in the
County among Negro teachers and add to in
struction that which will benefit the rural
population.
2. That this special supervisor work under the
direction of the County Superintendent, and
be considered a member of his regular staff
of teachers.
3. That this special supervisor and co-worker
with the County Superintendent receive a salary
that will promote her interest in the work
^Callver, Ambrose, "Rural Elementary Education Among
Negroes Under Jeanes Supervising Teachers," Bulletin
1933, No. 5, Ch. 3, p. 56.

which in the initial stages shall he
task not easy to perform.
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